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Program 
 

friday   
16,00 - welcome and opening exhibition space 
19,30 - dinner 
21,30 - brief presentation of the countries/regions participating 
          - Prayer / evening song 
          - welcome greeting with a brief presentation of the   
            countries/regions attendees  
          - conviviality and entertainment to get to know each other    
           better: songs, dances and tastings ... 
  

saturday   
9,00 - presentation and introduction of the works    
      - prayer / common song  
9,15 - conference: prof. Riccardo Petrella  
           questions will be collected at the end (only in writing) 
10,00 - coffe break 
10,30 - Testimonies from different countries and groups    

   - Voluntary simplicity (Belgium f) 
   - Politics and refugees (Austria) 
   - Poverty and Multinationals: The Initiative for  responsible     
     multinationals (Switzerland d) 
   - Immigration and reception (France) 

 
11,30 - discussion: answer to questions 



13,00 - lunch 
14,30 – laboratories – 1° session 

   - For a church that is poor in power (CBC san Paolo, Roma - IT) 
   - Church 2030 (France) 
   - Globalization and refugees (Spain) 
   - Ecology (Italy) 
   - Voluntary simplicity (Belgium f) 
   - Poverty, the eyes of women: thoughts and practices (Women's     
     Groups CBC It) 
   - Read the Bible, read life. A biblical dialogue on everyday   
     poverty  (German-speaking Switzerland) 

16,00 - break 
16,30 – laboratories – 2° session 
18,00 – writing of "Dazebao" with phrases/reflection of  the works 

 done in the laboratories 
18,30 – break 
19,00 - lunch 
21,00 – evening: free visit to the historic center of Rimini  
 

sunday  
9,00 - Eucharistic Celebration - by the Cassano (Naples) community 
 - opening prayer 

9,15 - friendly dialogue "face to face"with a neighbor 
9,45 - "writing the panels" with friendly dialogue phrases  
10,00 - continues the celebration  

12,00 - lunch 
 farewell and departure 
 


